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About This Game
“THE LAST BLADE”, the first entry in the legendary 2D weapons-based fighter set during the twilight years of the Tokugawa
shogunate, returns for another joust! Sharpen your blade, and be ready for some of the most epic battles on Steam!

MAIN FEATURES
・ARCADE:
Pick a fighter from the 12 (+2 boss) characters available, and select between the simple and highly-damaging "Power" mode, or
the technical and deep "Speed" game mechanic. Challenge and defeat all 10 opponents who will stand in your way, and learn
more about your character's story via the splendid game endings!
**************************
How to unlock the 2 boss characters
-----------------------------------------Tap the following command at the character select screen:
kick x 6, strong slash x 3, kick x 4
If the command has been successfully entered,
"Musashi Akatsuki" and "Shinnosuke Kagami" will now be available to selection.
***************************

・MULTIPLAYER:
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Connect to Steam, and cross swords with the best of the best in “THE LAST BLADE" via the "Invite a Friend" & "Lobby"
multiplayer features.
・LEADERBOARDS:
Check your current rank & score in “THE LAST BLADE" at any time, as well as those of your friends and other top players!
・SETTINGS:
Configure various types of video options, controls and volume sound settings to your preference for the most pleasant “THE
LAST BLADE” experience ever.
*The menu language set to be displayed can be chosen and edited at any time from the "language" tab in Properties.
** WILL NOT RUN ON Windows XP **
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Title: THE LAST BLADE
Genre: Action
Developer:
SNK CORPORATION, DotEmu
Publisher:
SNK CORPORATION
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2016

7ad7b8b382
Minimum:
OS: Windows Vista
Processor: Pentium 4 2.4Ghz
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: Intel HD Graphics
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Storage: 500 MB available space

English,French,Italian,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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I have been asking for more SNK Playmore games for a long time. I actually just asked them to put the second The Last Blade
on Steam yesterday. I love this game and would love to see more SNK Playmore games on Steam. This is a must buy if you like
good old fashion fighting games with really unique Super Moves and characters. I LOVE THIS GAME!. Great game, bad port.
Avoid dotemu.. this is easily one of my favorite fighting games ever. highly recommend this game for fighting game fans.. this
is an extremely bad port
on a reasonably good PC I get abysmally low framerate, and on this meh laptop it runs fine.
The PC shouldn't matter as this is an arcade game from 1999 and runs perfectly on third party emulators.
It won't even let me set me controls correctly, I constantly tap the key I want the control to be mapped to and it just DOESN'T
WORK
I don't understand what's wrong with it but I'm definitely getting a refund.. Okay i love the game but why is the last guy op asf
and it seems unfair than anything i cant beat him or anything and its makking me very made still a great game but the boss is
just f**king stupid his reach is too op, he does is specail just as I attack and he keeps grabbing me.. Fun, different and no
stranger to some hilarious translation errors. Do not ask me why this game was chosen over the much more popular and overall
superior The Last Blade 2. Still it is nice to see the first game get some appreciation.
Expect the usual DotEmu port problems but I will recommend this because it is very functional and never gave me bad frame
rates in the couple of hours I played and it is a game. I apologize once again for lack of experience with online play but given
the usual folks working on this port you can expect a functional but pretty bad time where as local play and arcade work just
fine and if you are into fighting games mostly likely you are fine with local play anyway. If not well I guess I cannot recommend
this. Now I like giving SNK my dough but for the asking price of a game that is not hard at all to play by maybe-not-legal means
and is less popular than it's sequel maybe the other form of critism I have for this game is they can tone the price down to 5-6
units of your local money as opposed to 10. That's all I have. Big SNK fan and this game works even if not my preference..
Even though I don't really like DotEmu's emulation job, I feel that having Neo Geo games on Steam is a must! Especially this
game. Now they just got to port Samurai Shodown and Magician Lord on to Steam! Way more enjoyable than No Man's Sky,
where everyone is duped in on buying.. Very much similar to the later Samurai Shodown titles this game follows in it's footsteps
as a spiritual successor, or rather a game based at a later date than SS with an entirely different cast of characters.. A greate
classic arcade game , i hope SNK release The Last Blade 2, Garou and Samurai Shodown next.. this is an extremely bad port
on a reasonably good PC I get abysmally low framerate, and on this meh laptop it runs fine.
The PC shouldn't matter as this is an arcade game from 1999 and runs perfectly on third party emulators.
It won't even let me set me controls correctly, I constantly tap the key I want the control to be mapped to and it just DOESN'T
WORK
I don't understand what's wrong with it but I'm definitely getting a refund.
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This game is too hype for words.
Play it.
Slice your friends in half.. I really wanted to like this game as I grew up with Samurai Showdown and other Neo Geo fighters,
unfortunately not the case here. UI was not appealing to me and for me I would have preferred to have the boss characters
selectable from the start in the fighter menu.. Bought to support my fav weapon based FTG. Also unlike the Humble Bundle
Neo Geo 25th Anniversary version, you can remap buttons! Can't wait for the release of Last Blade 2 (and other classic SNK
FTGs) on Steam.. terrible Frame Rate. Love this game. I have fond memories of playing this back in the day.
plays very well, but there isnt much to do apart from versus and arcade mode. menus are a little awkward to navagate.
Great game and is well worth its 10$ i paid, but maybe wait till Last Blade 2 releases on steam for larger fighter roaster, a better
menu interface, and hopefully more features.
7.5\/10. This game is too hype for words.
Play it.
Slice your friends in half.. Fighting Classic, what's not to like? A must own for retro fighting fans!. Very much similar to the
later Samurai Shodown titles this game follows in it's footsteps as a spiritual successor, or rather a game based at a later date
than SS with an entirely different cast of characters.
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